The paper discusses the aerodynamic effects in a rotor-stator arrangement where rotor-induced air flow is important in the gap between rotor and housing bases. The rotor is adiabatic whereas the housing surfaces are assumed isothermal. For the case of a closed housing, the empirical correlations available in the literature for the estimate of moment coefficients due to aerodynamic effects under similar geometrical and kinematic conditions are compared with the results of CFD simulations. The numerical results on moment coefficients, mechanical power dissipation, and velocity fields are in satisfactory agreement. In order to evaluate temperature fields and heat fluxes, because no empirical correlations were found for the adiabatic-rotor/isothermal-stator conditions of interest, a semi-empirical model was developed, based on mass and angular momentum balances and the Reynolds analogy. Numerical results and approximate estimates of temperature distribution on the rotor surfaces are in reasonable agreement, also for the case of a housing open to radial flow through the gap.
Introduction
Fluid flow and heat transfer in enclosed rotor-stator systems have been the subject of a large number of studies, mostly for gas turbine applications [1] , where air flow in the wheel space between turbine disk and adjacent stationary casing is used for cooling purposes. In these applications, frictional heating and compressive work are important due to high-rotational speeds. Another area where high-rotational speeds are becoming less unusual is in the design of advanced electric motors [2] .
Daily and Nece [3] established empirical correlations for aerodynamic generated torque valid for turbulent flow with no radial outflow within a closed rotor-stator system with rotational Reynolds numbers Re / up to 10 7 and Couette Reynolds numbers Re Couette up to 2 Â 10 6 . Kreith [4] later proposed slight corrections to the same correlations.
In the present work, the Kreith-Daily-Nece correlations are used to evaluate the flow-induced torque in the rotor-stator disks and to validate a numerical study performed with the commercial code Fluent on a case with Re / up to 2.6 Â 10 6 and Re Couette up to 4 Â 10 4 . The results are discussed in Section 2.1.
However in high-rotational-speed electric-motor applications not only the flow field and aerodynamic power dissipation are of interest but also temperature distribution and heat transfer between rotor and stator.
In the present case, the rotating surface is assumed to be approximately adiabatic whereas the stationary surface is cooled and assumed to be maintained at an approximately uniform temperature. Since the heat transfer experimental data and correlations for Nusselt numbers are available in the literature for different boundary conditions, i.e., heated-rotor/cooled-stator [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , they cannot be readily extrapolated to determine the temperature distributions on the rotor surface in the adiabatic-rotor/cooled-stator case.
Therefore, the thermal aspects have been approached using a numerical study validated by verifying the Reynolds analogy [14, p. 255 ] between swirl velocity and total enthalpy fields for the case of a closed system with adiabatic rotor, isothermal stator, no radial outflow and unit Prandtl number. Discussion and results of this validation are given in Section 3.
Finally, because no empirical correlations for moment coefficients and Nusselt numbers were found for the gap in presence of radial outflow for the rotor-stator conditions of interest, we developed and validated a semi-empirical method, discussed in Section 4, based on mass and angular momentum balances and on the Reynolds analogy, for an approximate estimate of the flow field and the temperature distribution on the rotating disk surface.
The Reynolds analogy yields results that are at first sight somewhat counterintuitive, in that the presence of radial flow has little influence on the adiabatic disk temperature distribution, however, the predictions are confirmed by the numerical study.
Aerodynamic power dissipation--empirical correlations

Cavity with no radial flow
Based on the geometrical parameters presented in Fig. 1 
The mechanical power dissipation is given by For a closed rotor-stator enclosure, the experimental work of Daily and Nece [3] as later recorrelated by Kreith [4] shows that the flow is turbulent in the entire enclosure for ; for G > 0:0233 ð10Þ
In our case Re / is well beyond these critical values and, therefore, the flow is fully turbulent over the entire radial disk extension. For a closed rotor-stator enclosure, the Daily-Nece correlations are
The corrected correlations proposed by Kreith [4, p. 177 ] are
The range of validity of these correlations is Re / < 10 7 and 0:0127 < G < 0:217. Curiously, both original papers report the coefficients for Regime IV with a typographic error (0.0051 and 0.00545, respectively). In Regime III the boundary layers on the rotor and the stator are merged so that a continuous variation in tangential velocity exists across the gap. In Regime IV the combined thickness of the boundary layers on the rotor and the stator is less than the axial clearance s so that between the two boundary layers there is a core region in which the tangential velocity has no axial variation.
For torque optimization purposes, it is noteworthy that in Regime III the moment coefficient is a relatively strongly decreasing function of gap clearance, whereas in Regime IV it is a slightly increasing function, that for large gap clearance tends to the free rotating disk limit (where Owen [1, p. 83] proposed the correlation C M ¼ 0:0655Re À0:186 / , valid for 10 5 < Re / < 10 7 , provided the flow is fully turbulent).
As a result, for a given value of Re / the minimum torque is attained at the transition between Regime III and Regime IV, i.e., for a gap clearance such that
For our data, this optimum clearance corresponds to G ¼ 0:0132 at 300 K and G ¼ 0:0145 at 400 K. Thus, we see that our case is already optimized with respect to torque. However, the fact of being right on transition between Regimes III and IV requires further care in using this transition correlation. Indeed, for example a different optimal value of G would have been obtained if, instead of the Kreith correlations, we adopted the Daily-Nece correlations. For this reason, we performed CFD simulations to verify the location of the optimal gap clearance. A reasonable agreement with the data predicted by the Kreith correlations has been found, as shown in Figs. 2 (300 K) and 3 (400 K). No curve fits of the Fluent points are provided in these figures because the precise optimal gap location has not been searched with the numerical simulations.
The agreement is less satisfactory when considering the power dissipation W , in that the difference between CFD simulation and the Kreith correlations is between )3% and )9%.
These CFD simulations have been run for isothermal conditions because the correlations refer to data obtained for isothermal flow. The results of simulations for nonisothermal flow are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
The transition between Regimes III and IV is well captured by the CFD simulations. Fig. 4 shows the dimensionless tangential velocity v / =Xr plotted as a function of distance from the rotating disk surface for four different axial gap clearances at the same radial location. For G ¼ 0:025 and 0.0357 the rotor and stator boundary layers are separated by a core region where the swirl does not vary axially (Regime IV). For G ¼ 0:0143, instead, the two boundary layers are clearly merged (Regime III) and for G ¼ 0:00714 they merge near their respective thicknesses (transition).
Using Fluent we solved the general mass, momentum and energy balance equations (see, for example, [14, Appendix A]), for steady axially symmetric flow with swirl. For turbulent flow over a rotating surface in axially symmetric flow the recommended turbulence model is a low Reynolds number j-model developed by Morse [15] . In this respect, we adopted the RNG jmodel with the ''swirl dominated flow'' option and the ''two-layer'' model for near-wall treatment. This model requires a grid with at least 10 cells within the distance from the rotating surface where the wall-distance-based turbulent Reynolds number
In order to define the mesh according to this criterion, the line defined by the condition Re z ¼ 200 can be estimated with a preliminary computation using the jmodel with standard wall functions and a relatively unrefined mesh. Once the Re z ¼ 200 distance has been estimated, the final mesh can be obtained for example by grid refinement, as exemplified in Fig. 5 . Alternatively, we can estimate the distance from the wall where 
where k s is the effective height of roughness (for our data this means k s > 4:5 lm). When roughness is important, at high values of Re / , Nece and Daily [16] found that C M becomes almost independent of Re / and data are correlated by
Finally it is noteworthy that power dissipation W depends linearly on density (Eq. (6)) and, therefore, density reduction by application of some degree of vacuum can be effective in reducing W . However, it is shown in Sections 3 and 4 that moderate vacuum does not affect rotor temperatures in an adiabatic-rotor/isothermal-stator configuration (the Knudsen flow regime that may prevail under high-vacuum operation has not been investigated).
Temperature estimates based on the Reynolds analogy
For turbulent boundary layers on rotating surfaces, Dorfman, Owen and Rogers [14] and Chew [17] have proved the exact validity of the Reynolds analogy for flow within the boundary layer over a stationary or rotating surface, under the following broad set of conditions:
1. the boundary-layer assumptions are valid near the surface, i.e.:
• the gradients of all quantities, other than the pressure, have components normal to the surface much greater than the components parallel to the surface; • the pressure gradient component normal to the surface is negligible; • the flow velocity component normal to the surface is much smaller than the components parallel to the surface; • the heat flux components normal to the surface is much greater than the components parallel to the surface; 2. the effective Prandtl number, Pr eff ¼ c p l eff =k eff , must be unity, where l eff is the ratio of the tangential shear stress component and the tangential velocity gradient in the direction normal to the surface, i.e., s /z ¼ l eff ðov / =ozÞ, and k eff is the ratio of heat flux and temperature gradient components in the direction normal to the surface, i.e., q z ¼ Àk eff ðoT =ozÞ; 3. all boundary conditions must satisfy the same similarity condition between the total enthalpy
and the swirl rv / , i.e.,
where C 1 and C 2 are the same constants for all boundary conditions.
When all these conditions are satisfied, it can be shown [14, p. 255 ] that the swirl rv / and the total enthalpy H obey identical indefinite differential equations throughout the flow field and, by virtue of Condition 3, the resulting solutions of these differential equations obey the similarity condition expressed in Eq. (18) throughout the entire flow field
It is noteworthy that this result includes dissipative as well as compressibility effects.
Differentiating Eq. (19) and using Condition 2 above, yields a relationship between tangential shear stress and normal heat flux valid anywhere in the flow field
In almost all cases of interest to the present study, the rotor and stator boundary layers are merged to some extent. Therefore, the entire flow field is within one or the other boundary layer, i.e., the Reynolds analogy applies to the entire flow field in the gap between rotor and stator (provided,
which fixes the value of constant C 2 and means that the Reynolds analogy, in the presence of stationary surfaces, holds only if all these surfaces are isothermal at the same temperature.
On the rotor surfaces, where
Moreover Eq. (20) at the boundaries implies
where, of course,
For adiabatic rotor surface, q o ¼ 0 implies
and, therefore, the temperature distribution on the rotor surface is (Eq. (22))
and anywhere in the flow field (Eq. (19)),
In particular, at the center of the gap (z ¼ s=2)
As suggested by Chew [17] , for fluids with Pr 6 ¼ 1 (and perhaps also for flows with Pr eff 6 ¼ 1) these results may be extended approximately by introducing a recovery factor, i.e., by the substitution
As a means of verifying the numerical simulations against Eq. (27), we define the following dimensionless ratios
which by virtue of Eq. (26) should be equal anywhere (C ¼ H) in the gap.
Validation for the closed enclosure case
To validate the numerical simulations against the predictions of the Reynolds analogy, we considered the closed enclosure case with gap parameters already listed in Section 2.1. The value of the molecular Pr was set to unity by choosing the ad hoc value of c p ¼ 1349 J/kg K. However, the validation could only be approximate because we used the Fluent RNG j-model which imposes a smooth variation of Pr eff from the molecular value in the viscosity-dominated region to 0.85 in the fully turbulent region. For this reason, the recovery factor Pr 1=3 eff is used for purposes of comparison where appropriate. Fig. 6 shows plots of C, v r =Xb, ðT À T s Þ=ðT o À T s Þ and ðH À CÞ=C versus z=s across the gap at a radius x ¼ r=b ¼ 0:8 for the closed enclosure case solved with Fluent V4, with rotor surface temperature imposed in accordance with the parabolic profile given by Eq. (26) with C 1 ¼ X. The agreement is very good in that ðH À CÞ=C is less than 2% except near the stator where C goes to zero (note that ðH À CÞ=C is magnified by a factor of 10). The balance between mechanical power dissipation W and thermal power exchange Q o þ Q s at the rotor and stator is also satisfactory (within 2%, evaluated by manual postprocessing). However, the rotor does not result adiabatic as the analogy would require, but a 13% contribution to the thermal power comes from the rotor. This disagreement with the requirements of the Reynolds analogy can also be seen from the plots of q o =s o Xr and q s =s s Xr versus x ¼ r=b shown in Fig. 7 (by virtue of the analogy, we should find q o =s o Xr ¼ 0 and q s =s s Xr ¼ 1).
For this reason, the closed case has been solved also with the adiabatic boundary condition on the rotor surface, both with Fluent V4 and Fluent V5.0.3 (which resulted in the more satisfactory energy unbalance of 1.4%). Fig. 8 shows plots of the dimensionless rotor temperature profiles 
Validation for open enclosure cases
The Reynolds analogy applies also in presence of radial flow, as long as the conditions cited above are satisfied. To validate the numerical simulations against the predictions of the Reynolds analogy, we considered three cases: open 1 mm, open 19 mm, and open 38.6 mm with boundary conditions with suitable inlet swirl so as to satisfy Eq. (27). The agreement was good in all cases, however, due to space limitations and because such conditions are inadequate to represent the practical case, we do not report such results.
Instead, we consider here the open 38.6 mm with practical boundary conditions at both the inlet and the outlet sections set by imposing a ''pressure inlet'' condition (as implemented in Fluent V4 [18] and V5.0.3 [19] ) with zero static pressure and an inlet temperature equal to the stator temperature T s , simulating the practical case of free inlet and outlet. These boundary conditions are not consistent with Eq. (27), therefore, the Reynolds analogy should not be expected to apply strictly, however, we compare anyway the results with the predictions of the analogy (C ¼ H). Fig. 9 shows plots of C and H versus z=s at x ¼ 0:8 (the inlet is on the stator surface open for 0 6 x 6 a=b ¼ 0:71), x ¼ 0:9 and x ¼ 1 (outlet). The analogy between the developing swirl and temperature profiles is not strict, but still quite close. given by Eqs. (26) and (28), yielding again a reasonable agreement, in spite of the fact that the boundary conditions are not strictly similar and that the boundary layers are rapidly developing. Further analysis of this case is given later (Fig. 12 ).
Model for flow field, moment coefficients and temperatures
In order to estimate the moment coefficient with or without radial flow in the gap, we developed a simple model based on an extension of that proposed in [1, p. 162], on the assumption that the gap clearance is small and the rotor and stator boundary layers are merged.
We consider the gap clearance s divided in two regions: the rotor boundary layer, 0 < z < cs, and the stator boundary layer, cs < z < s. We adopt a 1=n power law approximation in both turbulent boundary layers
where, depending on the value of the appropriate Reynolds number (which is Xrs=m ¼ xRe Couette ), the values of n and C n are: [20] C 7 ¼ 8:74, C 8 ¼ 9:71, C 9 ¼ 10:6, C 10 ¼ 11:5.
No radial flow
It can be shown [14, p. 265 ] that the two boundary layers have thicknesses proportional to the respective wall shear stresses. Therefore, we assume
Next we define
and we note, for further reference, that the assumed swirl velocity profile implies that
It is easy to show that Eqs. (33)-(35) yield the following expressions for the rotor and stator shear stresses
and the relation
By inserting Eq. (39) into (7) we may evaluate the moment coefficient
and in particular, for n ¼ 7,
It is noteworthy that the dependence on Re / is the same as in the Daily-Nece-Kreith correlation for Regime III (merged boundary layers). For the special case with c ¼ b c ¼ 1=2 and x a ¼ 0, which is a rough approximation for the closed enclosure case, this becomes
which, for G ¼ 0:0143 implies a 17% underestimate with respect to the Kreith correlation. A better approximation for the closed enclosure case can be obtained by observing the plot (Fig. 11 ) of bðxÞ obtained from the numerical simulation described in Fig. 6 . The resulting average value of b ¼ 0:44 is in good agreement with a more elaborate analysis found in [1] . Assuming bðxÞ from the numerical simulation, evaluating cðxÞ and b c ðxÞ by solving Eqs. (38) and (41) (results shown in Fig. 11) , and the integral in Eq. (43), we find
which reduces the underestimate to 8%.
Cavities with radial flow
For radial flow in the gap, the dependence of b c and c on r can be evaluated by means of an angular momentum balance
and we neglect the net torque generated by the radial variation of the s r/ component of the stress tensor. When _ m m ¼ const (i.e., neither injection nor suction through the rotor and stator surfaces), Eq (46) may be rewritten in dimensionless form
where
For substantial radial flow, we may use the approximation qv r % const (i.e., flat profile) across the gap, to yield the approximation
Then, Eq. (46) may be rewritten as
where The rotor surface temperature, instead, obeys Eq. (26) which is independent of the value of C w and yields a reasonable estimate of T o ðxÞ also for boundary conditions inconsistent with the Reynolds analogy. This counterintuitive result is confirmed by Fig. 10 , already discussed. Radial flow has a strong influence, instead, on the centergap temperature distribution T c ðxÞ. Fig. 12 shows the results of this procedure, for the case of radial flow considered in Figs. 9 and 10. The value of C w is that obtained from the numerical simulation. The excellent agreement between b c ðxÞ and b Fluent ðxÞ, is lost when Eqs, (38) and (41) are used to evaluate bðxÞ. This is due to the fact that the 1=n power law velocity profile, when extended from the rotor surface through the entire gap (i.e., when c ¼ 1 and b c ¼ 0), implies that on the centerline b ¼ 2 À1=n ( ¼ 0.094 for n ¼ 7), a value which is too high in the entrance region where the boundary layers are not merged and just beginning to develop, as already observed from Fig. 9 .
Finally, we note that the approximation qv r % const across the gap is poor in the limit of no radial flow (C w ¼ 0), because it neglects the angular momentum transport associated with the secondary flows within the boundary layers (outward on the rotor and inward on the stator) due to the radial pressure gradient. Hence, 
Conclusions
We considered high-rotational-speed flow in rotorstator systems where viscous dissipation and compressibility effects generate important mechanical power dissipation and thermal load. The semi-empirical correlations available in the literature depend significantly upon flow regime and they are based on experimental data that do not extend to high-rotational Reynolds numbers. Therefore CFD computation can be used to provide additional data and attempt extensions of available correlations. However, great attention must be given to validating modeling assumptions and grid generation strategy.
Torque optimization by gap clearance adjustment is possible according to the available empirical correlations. This has been confirmed by numerical studies for the closed enclosure gap.
Modeling of the cavity between an adiabatic-rotor/ isothermal-stator configuration shows that the radial distribution of temperature difference between rotor and stator surfaces is parabolic. Under conditions of exact or approximate validity of the Reynolds analogy, it is independent of the presence and rate of radial flow. Thus, for practical conditions, to a reasonable degree of accuracy, radial flow:
1. reduces the thermal load of the stator, because much of the thermal power viscous generation within the rotor boundary layer is carried away by the radial flow itself instead of the heat conduction through the stator surface; 2. reduces centergap temperatures; 3. increases the moment coefficient, because much of the angular momentum gained by the flow in the rotor boundary layer is carried radially away and lost by the rotor-stator system; 4. does not reduce rotor surface temperature directly, however, it may reduce it indirectly if stator surface temperature turns out to be lower as a consequence of the reduced thermal load on the stator surface.
The rotor-stator temperature difference does not depend on fluid density, but depends only on the specific heat and only slightly on thermal conductivity and viscosity through the Prandtl number. Thus, density reduction will reduce power dissipation but not rotor surface temperature. 
